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Altegris was acquired by Genworth
Financial. Co-founder Matt Osborne
discusses what it means to become
part of a large wealth management
company. ...................................................... 2

Transformations
Watching the mass protests in Tunisia, Egypt and other countries
reminded me of how political change sometimes comes with a bang.
By comparison, economic developments tend to be slower, even if
the consequences emerge suddenly—as happened in the Greek debt
crisis. George Tzanetatos predicted the collapse many months before
it became apparent, on the basis of the macro trends. Read his take on
the global picture in Manager Profile.
Talking of crisis, you will no doubt recall the liquidity crunch of 20082009. Andrew Lo, professor at MIT and a fund manager, is probably
the most insightful researcher on the topic of liquidity. Futures Lab
summarizes a remarkable finding regarding managed futures from one
of his studies.
Businesses often develop through an incremental process of putting
the various pieces together. This is what Altegris has been doing.
In Founders, we’re happy to present Matt Osborne’s discussion of
some very promising developments. And in our Top Ten you’ll find an
intriguing ranking of CTAs from the Altegris database.
Insider Talk with Chris Jones was a great learning experience—offering
useful insights for both managers and investors, he suggests it’s time for
a change in certain perceptions.
We hope these conversations will help you in a world that, for better or
worse, is transformed in myriad ways.

Chidem Kurdas
Editor
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Greek Perspective on Global Macro
Given the major economic crisis that erupted in Greece, it is fitting that we have a commodity trading advisor from that
country to discuss global risks. We wanted to present a distinctive viewpoint on the big picture as everybody is daily
reminded of unpredictable events by headlines about political blowups in the Middle East.
George Tzanetatos’ analysis of long-term macro trends points in the opposite direction of current bullish market
sentiment. He can attest that it’s not easy to be a contrarian. In a recent conversation he remarked that he must be one
of the few bearish players left.
His outlook is informed by tail risks, those big events that don’t come often but can cause immense damage when
they do erupt. After the experience of recent years, there is greater recognition of the need to pay attention to the
possibility of such events. We believe this is a good time to present someone who thinks of tail risks as part of his
strategy.
Mr. Tzanetatos grew up in Greece but became a member of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and vice president of
Merrill Lynch Futures. He founded Tzanetatos Capital Management LLC in 2000. He has homes in both Greece and
Chicago.
In 2008 the Tzanetatos Global Titan Original Program made over 60%. The program had a small positive return in 2009
but lost 5.8% in 2010. It was among the Top Ten published in the September 15, 2009, Opalesque Futures Intelligence.
Below, Mr. Tzanetatos explains why he is bearish on several markets. We’ve included two photos of the Greek island
Cephalonia from his album. The photos, one in daylight and the other at night, contain dramatic contrasts—like
scenarios of normal versus crisis conditions.
I grew up on the island of Cephalonia on the west coast of
Greece, near Italy. Recently I returned home to Chicago but
I have traded from Cephalonia for long stretches of time,
far away from urban spheres of influence. Growing up, I
knew that I had to go abroad. Emigration is way of life for
us because there is not much to do on the island—besides
fishing, which I enjoy. To succeed as an emigrant, you need to
acquire skills and study the world. I think my early experience
helped form a global outlook.
My strategy is discretionary, backed up by fundamental and
quantitative analysis. To put it simply, I place bets on future
macro events. These are of a very long-term nature. The
emphasis is on long duration trades and macro trends.
Some macro events are predictable—the Greek economy’s
hard fall being a prime example. In May 2009, at an asset
management conference in Athens, I presented a simple
analysis. Greece relies largely on tourism and shipping; both
were in trouble because of the worldwide recession. Plus
there was a lot of debt. I said a tsunami is coming, and when it
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did, people asked me how I knew. But the evidence was there in plain sight!
There are huge geopolitical risks that are not built into trading systems. People take it as a given that
markets will operate as usual, but there are signs of economic dislocation and more frequent movements
between greed and fear.
I look to understand unusual developments. Take shipping. The Baltic index went down some 70%,
with trading at levels not seen in 25 years. New ships are being delivered but shippers can’t get lines of
credit, so they can’t use the ships. What this means for the future is the kind of question I ask.

Mr. Tzanetatos

“There are huge
geopolitical risks
that are not
built into trading
systems.”

China carries significant and imminent risks for the world economic order. The Chinese learnt from
developed countries but history shows that learning is not always enough to avoid mistakes. China may
be repeating the West’s excesses on a grander scale. The country has been stocking up on commodities:
Greek ships go to China and come back empty. This can’t continue. I expect a sharp downward shift in
commodities and have been selling commodities in the last two months.
Because I look to possible scenarios in the future, I often take contrarian positions. In 2010, short selling
the S&P 500 and the euro, I did well until August. When the Federal Reserve started its new quantitative
easing, though, I had to reduce short exposures substantially. But I am still short the S&P 500 and have
increased our emerging markets short positions. We are long the US dollar and have been building short
commodities positions.
While fundamental and strategic views determine the core components of our portfolio, we adjust the
leverage of the positions and reduce risk as necessary in response to market conditions. I continually
analyze events and filter the noise, then reexamine my macro view and trades.
The past six months have been tough for my futures macro program, Global Titan. But I have gone
through such periods before and seen that the strategy works over time. In 2006 and 2007 we
positioned for future events that came in 2008, when we had a truly exceptional year that rewarded our
patience and discipline.
Significant macro risks continue to build globally and systemic risks are increasing worldwide—just look
at the protests spreading from one Middle Eastern country to another like wildfire. Shifts in geopolitics
could rapture the financial system while policy options are much constrained. Monetary stimulation will
likely become less effective and the debt burden for the most indebted countries is reaching levels that
we think are intolerable.
My strategy is like an emergency light in the case of a power failure— it takes into account tail risk and
the model is built to withstand those power failures. The focus on long-term macro trends complements
a robust portfolio that aims to deliver even in the most adverse market conditions.
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HedgeWorld's Article on Tzanetatos Capital Management LLC

Greek manager Takes the Long View
By Jacob Bunge, Financial Correspondent
Tuesday, April 29, 2008
CHICAGO (HedgeWorld.com)—From the coastal hills of the Greek island Cephalonia,
George Tzanetatos can see for miles on a clear day, provided he steps away from his
trading screens long enough to breathe the sea air. But Mr. Tzanetatos believes in
taking the broad view of things, and although he sees clouds gathering over global
capital markets, the sun is shining on his firm, Tzanetatos Capital Management LLC.
Mr. Tzanetatos’s managed futures trading program, Global Titan Original, was up
more than 55% as of March 31, making it easily the best quarter of performance since
the program launched in 2004. Many commodity trading advisers have done well this
year as commodities prices bound higher, but Global Titan stood out—not only did it
escape a loss in March, as some commodities sold off, but the program’s 17.2% return
for that month was its highest yet for 2008.
As president and principal of the firm, Mr. Tzanetatos attributed the gain in part to
good timing, but also to the broad view that informs his trading—Global Titan’s
investment process is fully discretionary, and is not a trend follower in the sense of
trading trends identified by technical analysis. “We trade macro trends,” he said. “We
try to step back and look at the big picture.”
Mr. Tzanetatos, a dual citizen of Greece and the United States, splits his time between
his home in Cephalonia, where he spends summers and some holidays, and an office
in Chicago’s River North neighborhood. Born in Athens, Mr. Tzanetatos relocated to
the Windy City to earn a degree in economics and an MBA at DePaul University in the
mid-1980s. He became fascinated with the trading floors of the Chicago Board of
Trade and Chicago Mercantile Exchange. He took a job as a runner at the CME for
Merrill Lynch, soon began working with foreign currencies and became a member of
the exchange. Eventually he moved off the trading floor and served as vice president
and broker in Merrill’s CBOT office for nine years, until leaving to start Tzanetatos
Capital Management in 2000.
The Global Titan Original Program launched in July 2004 with the goal of capital
appreciation through speculative trading of commodities and financial interests. The
program seeks to identify, leverage and trade positive and negative macroeconomic
trends across domestic and global capital markets. The program emphasizes trading
listed financial futures in currencies, interest rates, indexes, commodities and options
in the major domestic and international futures and capital markets, but it also uses
various exchange- and over-the-counter-traded instruments like foreign exchange,
exchange-traded funds and other products.
The Macro View
One macro trend Mr. Tzanetatos has identified is a substantial increase in general
market volatility over the last few months, as equities contract and any further
inflationary trends attempt to materialize, and the deflationary forces at work in the

U.S. housing market make their way to Europe. But he sees larger forces at play as
well—worldwide economic power is becoming increasingly concentrated in the hands
of a few financial institutions and governments, he said, as these entities cooperate to
create stability and stimulate trade. However, he said that a major by-product of this
concentration is an increased level of systemic risk, which could lead to havoc in the
global capital markets in the case of a major crisis, or if these players’ cooperation falls
through.
In Chicago, Mr. Tzanetatos’s studies introduced him to the ideas of the Russian
economist Nikolai Kondratiev, who theorized that capitalist economies move in supercycles of contraction and expansion that typically last 50 to 60 years. Mr. Tzanetatos
said he believes the global economy is on the verge of entering a prolonged period of
contraction, and that the recent downturn in equities markets may be a sign of things
to come.
Currently, Mr. Tzanetatos said he anticipates a substantial contraction in U.S.
economic activity as individuals see their major assets—their houses—deflate in
value. This is a theme he has played for the last two years via short exposure through
REIT ETFs, he said. U.S. consumption will slow as unemployment rises, and these
factors will have implications for the rest of the world, as the United States remains a
major economic force on the world stage. To Mr. Tzanetatos, this means increased
pressure for a sustained downturn in equities worldwide, and significant volatility in the
commodities markets.
A Strong Start to ’08
In the first quarter of the year, Global Titan was positioned to take advantage of
slumping equities markets—in Asian markets as well as the United States—and
sharply higher demand for natural resources, with some of these bets augmented
through the purchase of options. The program’s primary macro bet in energy was
through crude oil, Mr. Tzanetatos said, but it also took positions in natural gas. A
contrarian bet on the Japanese yen also paid off, but the program’s best move may
have been its timing.
In mid-March, Mr. Tzanetatos took profits from earlier commodities trades and
established short positions in some of these same markets, with the view that volatility
would allow for two-way trading. This paid off immensely when crude oil, gold, silver
and other markets sold off over a five-day period. In equities, Mr. Tzanetatos took
some of his trades off the table but maintained his general short exposure.
Meanwhile he has established another core position with a decidedly contrarian
angle—going long the U.S. dollar. This is based on Mr. Tzanetatos’s view that the only
way for the United States to regain control of the economic landscape is through a
policy of stabilizing and strengthening the dollar. “We see no other way out for the
U.S.,” he said. “If they lose the battle with the dollar, everything could fall apart with
increasing speed around the world. There are so many fortunes around the world that
are tied to the U.S. dollar that it will be to our detriment if we take that away.”
Mr. Tzanetatos said he constantly evaluates not only the level of leverage used by the
program, but also the ratio of potential gains and losses relative to equity held in the
program, such as value at risk relative to net worth, in order to get a more meaningful
view of leverage’s role in the portfolio. The core positions in Global Titan’s portfolio
reflect Mr. Tzanetatos’s macro view, but as market conditions warrant he adjusts the
leverage of trading positions to boost returns and take advantage of developing

opportunities. “If I want to decrease [leverage] to guard against downside risk I will do
so, but my exposure to a macro trend or strategy will remain, albeit at the more
desired control level,” he said. If he wants to increase exposure in Asia, for example,
he may do this through futures and further augment the position through options, to
control the risk exposure to the equity base.
The Global Titan Original Program is constantly being refined, Mr. Tzanetatos said, but
he has stayed consistent with his broad views on economic trends over the years. It
hasn’t always paid off—after gaining 13.5% in 2005, the program’s first full year, it was
down 20.3% in 2006 and down 2.3% in 2007. “If you look back before these incredible
months, it was very much a waiting game,” Mr. Tzanetatos said.
Tzanetatos Capital Management counts approximately $1.4 million in client assets,
and the firm also trades a separate account of proprietary capital which also follows
the Global Titan Original Program, but with more leverage. In 2006 the firm was
seeded by a Finnish corporation, which Mr. Tzanetatos declined to name. The
minimum investment is set at $500,000 and fees are set at 1.5% for management and
20% for performance.
From where he stands, Mr. Tzanetatos said that he does not see an end to the recent
market turbulence, but this does not worry him. “Volatility, it is a part of the human
endeavor,” Mr. Tzanetatos said. “Sometimes you have to go down to go up…. Right
now, as long as we’re able to control our risk to the point where it’s measured, this is
what matters to me. If the equities markets rebound, we are going to be hurt, but only
to the point where we will not kneel down. You must be able to withstand the tough
times to allow you to remain strong enough to push forward.”
JBunge@HedgeWorld.com
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In This Issue
Decoupling “Convex” Relationships
with Volatility Cycles

Is Greece a “One Off” or Start Of Extended Volatility?
As Greece and Germany discuss differing views of the meaning of a social
safety net to Greece and the value of a reasonably cheap currency to Germany,
this issue of Opalesque Futures Intelligence puts the issues in focus and points
to solutions.
The issue begins with Katherine Kaminski’s work on volatility and what it means
to managed futures. In this second half of a two part article, Katherine digs
into interesting aspects of the managed futures investment, hitting on how the
investment can deliver “crisis alpha” during times of equity market crisis. She
notes that managed futures is similar, but not equal, to a position in volatility.
It is fascinating research and points to a significant need in today’s investment
landscape.
The need for “crisis alpha” investments become apparent when one considers
the next article, The “Greece” Issue Really an “American” Issue, that tackles the
Greek debt crisis head on. Managed futures CTA George Tzanetatos predicted
in a 2009 the specific debt crisis issues Greece is now facing, revealing his
findings in speech to the Greek Banking Asset Forum, he notes. This prediction
was much less crystal ball as it was a mathematical understanding of the
snowball effect of the debt crisis that faces both Greece and the United States.
This issue of OFI moves right from the economic justification for managed
futures into the Pinnacle Awards Competition. With awards such as “The
Best Bear Market Manager” and “Best Diversifier,” the event, sponsored by
the CMEGroup and BarclayHedge, spotlights what is a very different managed
futures investment.
After this, we take a look at the Managed Funds Association and their outlook
on a variety of issues. In an interview with MFA president Richard Baker and
other key staff members, the association discussed regulation, Dodd-Frank,
managed futures mutual funds and even MF Global.
After this we outline managed futures research conducted by Citibank that
highlights “sharply Accelerated” interest in CTA strategies and a focus on short
term trading systems.
This issue of OFI is packed with content Illuminating the way to manage with
might be an unusual, and often times challenging, market environment for
equity investors.
All the best,
Mark H. Melin
Editor
Copyright 2012 © Opalesque Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

In this second of a two-part series,
managed futures researcher Kathryn
Kaminski discusses managed futures and
how it relates to market cycles. By first
understanding where long volatility and
convex classification derives, investors can
understand how breakouts in volatility
occur and why managed futures has
weathered past equity market storms. ... 3

Is the “Greece Problem” Really an
“American Problem?”

Those who think the deficit problems
are limited to Greece should listen to
managed futures CTA George Tzanetatos,
who is said to have predicted the Greek
debt crisis in a speech in 2009 to a banking
convention in Athens, Greece. ..................... 9

Pinnacle Awards Competition
Highlights Risk / Reward
Management

Managed futures has experienced difficult
market environments over the past several
years, yet assets under management have
dramatically risen. Could this be due to
the fact investors are anticipating a switch
in market environment? Who delivers
performance during difficult economic
times? ................................................................. 11

Managed Futures Association Looks
to Future Regulatory Issues
With a dramatic rise in regulatory activity,
Dodd-Frank legislation, managed futures
mutual funds and MF Global, the Managed
Funds Association looks to tackle new
challenges. ....................................................... 13
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Uncorrelated Investments

A Citibank study gets deep inside the
reasons for the amazing growth path of
managed futures by highlighting the
investment’s iterations of development. 15
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The “Greece” Issue is Really an
“American” Issue
By Mark Melin

After several conversations with Chicago-based managed futures CTA George Tzanetatos of Tzanetatos Capital, one is afforded insight
into the difficult debt crisis problem. Mr. Tzanetatos notes he predicted the collapse of the Greek economy and identified worldwide
depression risks before it became apparent, announcing his forecast and findings in a presentation in the annual Greek Banking Asset
Forum in Athens in May of 2009. Mr. Tzanetatos has been previously profiled in the Opalesque Futures Intelligence on February 24,
2011 regarding his macro outlook.
“The problems in Greece are not specific to Greece,” said the Greek born and now Chicago-based fund manager trading the Global
Titan CTA Program, a discretionary global macro diversified managed futures program. Mr. Tzanetatos is credited with coining the
term “volatility clustering” and has delivered conference speeches on the topic as it pertains to long run Kondratieff wave cycle macro
economic analysis.
Kondratieff’s wave cycle, attributed to the Russian born economist of the same name, theorized in his book The Major Economic
Cycles (1925) that capitalist economies are prone to high performance volatility and long cycles averaging 40 - 50 years. According to
Tzanetatos, “the world is in a state of flux and Greece is only part of that flux. The economic system needs to cleanse itself, it needs
a fresh start.”
When Mr. Tzanetatos says “cleanse” it’s time to get to the thorny point of the problem. Does he mean forgive a debt that hangs over
the society as interest rates run literally near loan shark levels?
“The Western world has lived the high life, we have become accustomed to entitlement,” the founder of CTA Global Titan observed.
“In Greece labor laws make firing someone from a job almost impossible. Entitlements and bureaucracy dominate the landscape.
The laws of nature, the system, are telling us it needs to change. We have engrained in our heads a social safety net. We are like an
aristocrat who goes poor and is shunned by his ‘friends.’ However, ‘kicking the can’ might need to come to an end.”
While Greece has unique peculiarities, at the core the problem isn’t that much different from that of the United States. “Greece
learned about leverage and monetization from the United States,” Mr. Tzanetatos noted.
At this point we might note the US currently running deficit spending to the tune of over $1.5 trillion each year. In three to five years
seniors will retire in significant numbers, drawing on Social Security benefits that have been spent. These events could collide with a rise
in interest rates. In other words, on a mathematical basis, the future the US faces is just as precarious as that of Greece. Dealing with
this problem could bring about extended market volatility, potentially triggering significant market price trends at some point. Solving
the problem requires creativity and looking at both investing and financial solutions from a different perspective.
One significant difference between Greece and the US, Mr. Tzanetatos noted, was US entrepreneurship. “In 10 years I wouldn’t be
surprised to see the US independent of Middle Eastern oil. This country has a DNA based on developing new solutions and paradigm
shifts. There is not much of a dependence on a safety net.”
In the short term Mr. Tzanetatos noted the need for European banks to bring all their toxic loans on the balance sheet and deal with
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them. “The banks are not well capitalized. This is a systematic issue.”
The longer term is a different story that only those with a desire to understand the reality of the situation might care to address.
While Mr. Tzanetatos work may sound difficult for an investment manager to handle, one might remember that market environments
that feature price persistence, price dislocation and price volatility offer opportunities for investments un-hinged to economic strength.
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reminded me of how political change sometimes comes with a bang.
By comparison, economic developments tend to be slower, even if
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crisis. George Tzanetatos predicted the collapse many months before
it became apparent, on the basis of the macro trends. Read his take on
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Talking of crisis, you will no doubt recall the liquidity crunch of 20082009. Andrew Lo, professor at MIT and a fund manager, is probably
the most insightful researcher on the topic of liquidity. Futures Lab
summarizes a remarkable finding regarding managed futures from one
of his studies.
Businesses often develop through an incremental process of putting
the various pieces together. This is what Altegris has been doing.
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TIP SHEET:Long-Term Trades Pay Off For Greek Futures Manager

DOW JONES NEWSWIRES
CHICAGO (Dow Jones)--George Tzanetatos, the Greek-born manager of Tzanetatos Capital
Management LLC, is a man apart in more ways than one: He employs a self-described "monastic"
approach to investing, and he actually earned his investors a return in 2008.
A sizable return, in fact. For the year, Tzanetatos' macro-oriented, managed-futures vehicle, Global
Titan, gained more than 60% thanks to long-term positions in the U.S. dollar, gold and equities
indexes, while watching for short-term trading opportunities.
That return compares well with the Barclay CTA Index, an industry benchmark of representative
performance of commodity trading advisers that chalked up a 14.1% return in 2008, to say nothing
of the 30% to 40% declines in major stock indexes last year.
"I am a global macro trader," said Tzanetatos, the president and principal of the firm who splits his
time between a downtown Chicago office and a home on the Greek island of Cephalonia, where he
grew up. "I rely very much on philosophy, history, the world political scene and economic history to
survive and make sense of these markets."
Tzanetatos' boutique investment firm, managing approximately $1.5 million in addition to proprietary
capital, employs a mix of exchange-traded instruments to take positions on currencies, commodities
and general market volatility. The foundation is futures, fortified with options and exchange-traded
funds.
Philosophically, Tzanetatos subscribes to the teachings of Nikolai Kondratiev, the Russian economist
who theorized that capitalist economies expand and contract in 50- to 60-year cycles. This idea,
Tzanetatos said, helped him position for the massive upheaval in capital markets last year, though
he couldn't imagine how big it would turn out to be.
A significant portion of Global Titan's returns in 2008 came from long positions in gold and the
U.S. dollar, a trade he acknowledged is counterintuitive.
"In short spans of time, it might be true that if one goes up, the other goes down," Tzanetatos said.
"But you're talking about two assets that can take distinctly different paths, and by blending
precious metals with the dollar, you're able to hedge your risk."
The trade paid off for most of the year, though in December the vehicle declined 5.7% after the dollar
went on a sudden losing streak; Tzanetatos said those losses were mitigated by the gold position.

Global Titan also benefitted from both ends of 2008's historic commodity run-up and subsequent selloff, as Tzanetatos saw prices reaching hysterical levels last summer.

"Every day, you're opening up your screen, and everyone was always cheering oil," he said, noting
Goldman Sachs' now infamous $200-per-barrel oil forecast in May. "As the market reached its high
levels, we went into selling mode."
Global Titan's 2008 success has earned attention, and while investors pull capital out of other
investment firms - even comparatively well-performing managed-futures managers -Tzanetatos said
he will meet with about 10 potential investors and institutions in Chicago in the near future.
For the last month, Tzanetatos has scaled back the commodity component of Global Titan while
shorting Treasury bonds and staying long on gold and the U.S. dollar, which reversed its downward
move in December. In January, Global Titan returned approximately 4.3%.
Tzanetatos remains bullish on the dollar's long-term value, particularly versus the euro. "The dollar
remains a reserve currency, while the euro hasn't been tested in these waters," he said.
Launched in July 2004, Global Titan has not been immune to volatility. After returning 13.5% in 2005,
Tzanetatos lost 20.3% in 2006 and 2.3% in 2007 as he waited for the markets to come in line with his
long-term views - a protracted decline in U.S. economic activity, rising unemployment and a
widespread downturn in equities markets.
To keep perspective, Tzanetatos occasionally strolls through centuries-old Greek monasteries near his
home. "You see a place that has not changed for 2,000 years," he said. "It's this continuity I try to
find in my investment philosophy."
By Jacob Bunge Of DOW JONES NEWSWIRES
Copyright (c) 2009 Dow Jones & Company, Inc.

©2009 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Futures trading is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. For a complete description of
the Global Titan Original Program and its associated risks, review the Disclosure Document of
Tzanetatos Capital Management LLC.

www.TzanetatosCapital.com
TZANETATOS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LLC
Tzanetatos Capital Management LLC is a Chicago based limited liability company which was
formed in July 2000 under the laws of the State of Delaware. Tzanetatos Capital Management LLC
is a boutique trading operation that provides private and institutional alternative investments
capital asset management and asset allocation services specializing in the financial and
commodity futures global capital markets to investors worldwide.
Tzanetatos Capital Management LLC is registered as a Commodity Trading Advisor ("CTA") and
Commodity Pool Operator ("CPO") with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission and is a
Member of the National Futures Association (NFA) since August 2000.

Mr. George Tzanetatos is the President, principal and sole proprietor of Tzanetatos Capital
Management LLC. Mr. Tzanetatos is responsible for all trading decisions as well as the day-to-day
operations of Tzanetatos Capital Management LLC.
The Trading Advisor's principal business address is 340 W. Superior #1211, Chicago, Illinois
60610. The telephone number is (312) 399-5672, facsimile number is (425) 696-0636 and E-mail
address is GlobalTitan@TzanetatosCapital.com .
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS
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Japan, Volatility Clusters and Baklava
By hedgefundsmarts

Chidem Kurdas
I got the term “volatility clustering” from George Tzanetatos, with whom I recently discussed global
risks for an article in Opalesque Futures Intelligence, a publication I edit. That was before the
earthquake and related disasters in Japan.
Mr. Tzanetatos has been prescient about the Greek economy and bearish overall—which in 2010 led
to a loss for Global Titan, the fund he manages. His broad view is that we’re on the downside of a
Kontratieff cycle. Controversial though the idea is, Kontratieff cycles – very long-term economic
movements usually related to waves of technology – are intriguing.
George points out that risks and returns tend to cluster. Sometimes major events and various sources
of turbulence cluster. Risks will continue to cluster on the downside, he predicts.
Viewing the frightening developments at the Japanese nuclear power reactors, he asks why we
humans bring ourselves to the brink every time we progress technologically. He argues that models
of human behavior in the market and life are deficient because the unknown unknowns are greater
at times than the known factors included in the model, but as knowledge advances we think we
rationally understand outcomes that are in fact beyond our models.
Occasionally the unknowns cause inexplicable potential clustering of risks—-nuclear, political,
economic, financial, and whatnot. Then what started as technological solutions to problems like
the need to generate more energy turn into disasters. George says it is the possibility of global risk
clustering that makes each crisis potentially apocalyptic.
To highlight a minor implication of this reasoning, global macro-type investments can protect
against clusters by moving nimbly across markets and between long and short positions.
Beyond investment concerns, George argues for the importance of international cooperation and
finding common ground. So happens, he and I exemplify this—we both love baklava,
notwithstanding the bitter conflict between our ancestors, his Greek and mine Turkish.
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Our Macro thoughts…Inexplicable Clustering Of Risks…Greatest Threat Ahead…
Posted on March 17, 2011 by TzanetatosCapital/GlobalTitan

…Risks and returns in the financial markets…have a tendency to cluster…At times…we
experience…in our markets..great runs ..then…great falls….up waves and down cycles that
appear to follow and feed on each other..even though mathematically most of our statistical
modeling accounts for returns as independent values…Clustering of events…can also be seen
holding true for our lives…both professional and personal..the ups and downs we experience
individually and collectively…as families and as we relate to each other in our neighborhoods
and in the global village…the action and reaction pairs are difficult to isolate..each components of our
manifestation of our action as human beings…can be a blend of deterministic and non-deterministic
interactions..in the former inputs are applied..and in the deterministic model the output produced will always
be the same given the starting condition and initial state…however we have true limitations as even the
starting conditions in the case of human interactions and the market can be hardly defined in a measurable
fashion..and even if they were for a nanosecond…they will change..for the river is never the same river you
swam in and you are never the same person swimming in it…the state of flux is the only constant in nature..
and much more so in human interactions…which in turn define value in the market place..and in each facet of
life….trying to decipher the percentage of each ..deterministic and non-deterministic action and their
interaction producing a new action..in the age old…action..reaction struggle have results attempted to be
measured through modeling that incorporates chaos methodologies..interaction in the entire ecosystem are at
times orderly, others chaotic and and sometimes in an inexplicably way they feed on each other to produce
something amazingly different…it might have been the Renaissance in Europe..14th to 17th century
Europe..this Era of amazing discoveries but foremost Humanism and Art..Erasmus…Leonardo Davinci…
Michelangelo…or the 18th century Classical Master Composers…bursting all into the scene all nearly at
once……Haydn..Mozart..Beethoven..Schubert…what contiritbutes to such clusters..are much unintended
consequences at play…is there a more deterministic nature that we fail to assign…Our models for human
behavior in the market and life are most complex..limited and least understood as the unknown unknowns are
greater at times than the known’s we have isolated…in the end…however cognizant of our limitations we
attempt to rationalize…even thought that it could have been..a series of statistical probable impossibilities that
came together to produce an outcome that we can not be rationalized and yet we do..we rationalize it …
because we carry the tendency as humans to want things to be normal…rational..explainable…understood…this
part of our nature…this is progress and struggle..for there is a metaphysical dimension that can not be
measured..making any model inheritably deficient… in turn any attempt for rationalization..and modest
advances…leads us to think we can affect developments without taking into account that the system is more
overly complex and unmanageable…the issue of volatility clustering is very complex…as it takes modeling that
holds too many unknowns…but since the unknowingly split of the atom by Enrico Fermi and the first nuclear
chain reaction at the University of Chicago in 1942….and the atomic bomb creation in 1945..one thing is
http://tzanetatoscapital.wordpress.com/
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certain…certain unknowns have now a certain value…and it can with certainty be measured as of its outcome
as ultimate prize…being the destruction of the planet and the human race as we know it…all coming down to
one single variable…for such a complex equation to have a deterministic valuation dependent on a single
variable..is an end game proposition…an established nearly certain outcome….that our rationalization patterns
have created in last half century…so much should be done..on an international level…to lessen the greatest risk
at present…An Inexplicable Potential Clustering of Risks…that can conspire to leave the equation with a single
deterministic variable.. the possibility of global risk clustering makes each crisis of such apocalyptic
magnitude our crises …and they never begin as apocalyptic…they can take their genesis as technological
solutions in our quest for human progress..civilization advances…progress to a deterministic outcome…Japan
was the first to experience the horrors of technological breakthrough..in Hiroshima and Nagasaki…they are
living those miserable times again…and yet they stand the winds of death… bravely…the Japanese Nation
displays courage and pride against all adversity…for all world to see…For we are all Japan…for we know they
will come back stronger..we have to change out thinking ..our modeling..we are too dependent on making
decisions on present cost benefit analysis and not on futures valuations in regards to quality of life…making
decisions that bear costs near term but benefit our children and the planet long term should be our modus
operandi…we need all around the world to come together…to hold back as much as humanly possible…the
Clustering of Events…introduce in our equation Love and Compassion..for each other…for we are likely to have
collectively now passed ..in our thinking at Global Titan and regrettably through the period that risks will
continue to cluster on the downside…..gTzanetatosgGLOBAL TITAN
URL: www.TzanetatosCapital
Blog: www.TzanetatosCapital.wordpress.com
Twitter: follow @GlobalTitan
Facebook: www.facebook.com/tzanetatoscapital
TZANETATOS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LLC
MEMBER NATIONAL FUTURES ASSOCIATION – NFA ID # 0303410
340 W. Superior,
Unit 1211
Chicago, IL 60610
TEL:1-312-399-5672
Email: GlobalTitan@Tzanetatoscapital.com
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…Dante’s Inferno…
Posted on March 14, 2011 by TzanetatosCapital/GlobalTitan
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Refer to the Disclosure Document of Tzanetatos Capital Management LLC for further portfolio
information including risks and drawdowns.

